
 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF BOT TO COUNCIL- AGM 2021 

1. College to Institute an award/special for fellows to raise fund for the college, in the 

following categories: Platinum, gold, silver and bronze categories. 

2. College officer/fellows who are not in good financial standing (payment of dues and 

building fund in instalment) should not be invited for college assignment or allowed to 

hold college positions. 

3. An update of paid-up fellows to bear a unique number is being finalized by the fund-

raising unit of the college.  

4. Ratified recommendation of EXCO to generate a unique number for all Fellows of the College 

and members of the College, members would continue with their unique number the must have 

passed their Fellowship examination 

5. Post membership certificate holders to pay 500 dollars building fund levy and pay the 

remaining 500 dollars after fellowship, all to be paid in instalments. All requesting for 

transcript to pay 250 dollars for members and 500 dollars for fellows. 

6. Registration and payment for physicians – in – training fee to be paid at most one year 

before writing membership exams. 

7. Exemption fee to be sustained at 700 dollars to encourage candidates to write college 

primaries. 

8. Primary exam fee to be reduced to 150 dollars to encourage more candidates to write 

our primary. 

9. Abuja town building design to change existing structure of three rooms per wing to five 

rooms per wing.  

10. College to get a retainership arrangement with a lawyer based where the secretariat is 

based 

11. In order to sustain the WAJM F&GPC recommended that SG to continue negotiations with 

WACS for a possible complete takeover of the journal publications since the WACS have their 

own journal 

12. Add Endowment funds to BOT account  

13. Expiring prizes to have donors contacted to raise endowment to 2,000USD  

 


